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Abstract

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold have become widely used

as a platform for studying chemical and biochemical reactions, for

studying biomolecular interactions and for the development of nanos-

cale devices. We have used this platform to study the solid-supported

synthesis of carbohydrates and glycopeptides using both chemical and

enzymatic methods. An attractive feature of the technology is the

opportunity for miniaturisation and in situ analysis using mass spectro-

metry, SPR and fluorescence spectroscopy. Applications for the synth-

esis of complex oligosaccharides and glycopeptides to generate gly-

coarrays and their application in biology and medicine are discussed.

Introduction

The sequences of oligo- and polysaccharides in cells and tissues are not directly encoded in

their genomes, but are determined by the expression and substrate specificity of a large set of

‘glycoenzymes’, which catalyse the formation or hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds (Figure 1).

These enzymes are involved in the biosynthesis of glycan structures by controlling regio-

and stereoselectivity of glycosylation, a process which is highly dynamic. The understanding

of the activity and substrate specificity of these glycoenzymes is a key to determining and

understanding the ‘glycome’, the set of carbohydrate structures in a biological system.
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Figure 1. The Glycome presents the set of carbohydrate sequences in a cell or

organism. The sequences are determined by glycoenzymes such as glycosyltrans-

ferases and glycosidases which control formation and hydrolysis of specific glycosidic

linkages.

Glycoenzymes can often be identified in genomes for their characteristic conserved poly-

peptide sequence motifs and over 100,000 members are currently catalogued in the CAZy

database (www.cazy.org/). Most of these glycoenzymes are highly specific for generating or

cleaving a defined saccharide sequence, including selectivity for monosaccharide units as

well as regio- and stereochemistry of linkage. This precise substrate specificity needs to be

determined for each enzyme by biochemical studies, since computational methods are

currently not able to make accurate predictions on substrate recognition. Thus, there is a

major drive in the glycosciences to find biochemical methods that can allow us to go beyond

sequence determination to obtain structural and functional information on glycoenzymes.

One of the emerging technologies in the glycosciences involves microarrays containing

diverse carbohydrate probes (Glycan arrays) which have been used to study carbohydrate-

protein interactions. Such microarrays have been generated from either natural or synthetic

carbohydrate samples (Figure 2) and have been interrogated by fluorescently labelled protein

for binding. Over the past five years, our laboratory and others have applied this glycan

array technology to the study of glycoenzymes [1]
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Figure 2. Carbohydrate arrays have become important tools for the investigation of

protein/carbohydtae interactions in a high-throughput manner.

Methods and Results

Biochemical reactions are generally studied in solution, but for microarray studies, such

reactions need to be transferred to solid phase. Although immobilised enzymes have been

used frequently in biotechnological applications, the study of enzymatic modifications of

immobilised substrates (Figure 3) has been less well explored [2]. Extensive fundamental

studies of enzyme-catalysed reactions on diverse solid supports have shown that issues of

substrate accessibility [3 – 13], reaction equilibria [14 – 17] and stereospecificity [18 – 21]

need to be considered when choosing solid supports. Porous supports such as copolymers of

polystyrene or polyacrylamide with polyethylene glycol are generally not suitable as sup-

ports for efficient enzyme catalysis because of poor yields. Such polymer supports also offer

little opportunity for in situ molecular analysis of reactions.
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Figure 3. Classically, enzymes have been in used solution (upper panel) or immobi-

lised on solid phase (middle panel). Applications on microarrays require the substrate

to be immobiled during the reaction (lower panel).

Given these considerations, a solid support consisting of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

on gold (subsequently referred to as ‘gold platform’) [22, 23] was chosen as a more suitable

system to study glycoenzymes on arrays (Figure 4). Such arrays can easily be derivatized

with structures containing an amine functionality such as peptides, glycopeptides or glycosyl

ethanolamines. The SAM surfaces can be used with both organic solvents and aqueous

buffers and have been optimised for biocompatibility [22]. Peptides can be coupled directly

through their amino-termini or amino side chains, whereas glycosyl aminoethanols are easily

prepared by short synthetic routes [23].
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Figure 4. The ‘gold platform’ presented in this paper consists of self-assembled

monolayers linked via thiols to gold surfaces.

A particular advantage of the gold platform is the possibility of in situ analysis of surfaces

through MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, a technology termed SAMDI [24, 25] (Figure 5).

Thus, any chemical or enzymatic transformation can be monitored directly on the surface

without the need for cleavage. The surface can also be re-used for further chemical or

enzymatic reactions since only small fractions of the analyte are sampled by MALDI-TOF

MS analysis. Figure 5 shows as an example the mass spectra taken from array spots before

and after glycosylation using a b-1,4-galactosyltransferase. The glycan probe shows several

peaks due to thiol dimerization to generate homo- and hetero-disulfides, but all peaks can be

assigned unambiguously to either starting material or product. The MALDI-TOF mass

spectrum of the product illustrates that the glycosylation can be high-yielding – in this case

no starting material was observed in the spectrum, suggestion quantitative conversion. We

have investigated a diverse range of glycosyltransferases on the gold platform such as

GlucNAc-, GalNAc-, Neu5Ac- and Fuc-transferases (Figure 6, unpublished results) and

have found that this platform provides accessible acceptor substrates to all of these enzymes

[26 – 28]. A further advantage of the gold platform is compatibility with other spectroscopic

methods, In particular surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy [29], which also needs

attachment of ligands to conducting surfaces such as gold, in order to measure carbohy-

drate/protein interactions [29].
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Figure 5. The enzymatic galactosylation of a surface-linked GlcNAc can be moni-

tored using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry with trihydroxy acetophenone as a

matrix. The spectrum shows monomers, homo- and heterodimers of the functionalised

alkyl thiols.

Figure 6. In collaboration with Prof Iain Wilson(BOKU, Austria), we have investi-

gated a number of fucosyltransferases on the array platform. Varying degrees of

glycosylation were observed with recombinant enzymes.
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One of the most intriguing questions in protein glycosylations concerns the choice of

glycosylation site on a polypeptide sequence. Whilst the site of N-glycosylation is highly

conserved and predictable for tripeptide motifs (Asn-X-Thr/Ser), consensus motifs for

O-glycosylation are poorly understood and need to be determined by biochemical studies

for each glycosyltransferase. Microarrays of peptide acceptor substrates are very useful for

this purpose, because of high-throughput and miniaturisation. Particularly attractive for these

studies is spot-synthesis of peptides directly on an array, because it allows for the fast and

cheap synthesis of tailor-made peptide libraries to investigate specific peptide substrates

around a known lead structure.

A common problem with spot synthesis, however, is quality control. Peptide synthesis is not

always reliable and on chip synthesis can be difficult to monitor. Given the in situ analysis

capability of the gold platform, we have developed a methodology that allows us to do spot

synthesis with concomitant analysis. Figure 7 shows the individual steps involved, which are

fully compatible with Fmoc-protected amino acids used in many automated peptide synth-

esis systems [30, 31]. Hence, all the building blocks needed are commercially available. We

have shown that the in situ analysis using MALDI-TOF MS allows for tight quality control

after every step. Thus, poor couplings can easily be detected and if necessary be repeated

before proceeding with synthesis. MALDI-TOF analysis can also give us information about

the purity of the final peptide, and in particular detect any truncated side products.

Figure 7. Solid phase peptide synthesis on ‘gold array’ (SPOT) using Fmoc

technology.

This spot synthesis was used to make a glycopeptide array to probe the substrate specificity

of ppGalNAc T2, an isoform of a family of over 20 human glycosyltransferases involved in

the first steps of mucin glycosylation (Figure 8). A peptide library around a natural poly-

peptide sequence was generated and it was found that glycosyltransferase activity was
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highly dependent on the nature of the two residues next to the threonine glycosylation site

[30]. Interestingly, placing a proline on either site dramatically increased the activity of the

enzyme and made the peptide a much better substrate than the natural sequence studied.

Figure 8. Glycopeptide synthesis appears to proceed to completion on the array

surfaces as indicated by MALDI-TOFMS analysis of starting material and product.

Another application of our platform is in the analysis of genetic orders of glycosylation [32,

33]. The glycosyltransferase POMGnT catalyses the glycosylation of an unusual class of O-

mannosyl glycans (Figure 9), which have been isolated as a major component of mouse

brain, but so far have only been identified on a single protein, a-dystroglycan (a-DG),
which has been found in muscle and brain tissue. Defective glycosylation of a-DG leads

to congenital muscular dystrophies and a number of patients have been diagnosed with

mutations in the POMGnT gene. Our technology has allowed us to study clinical mutants

of POMGnT for activity against peptides derived from a-DG. Interestingly, one of these

clinical mutations did not seem to affect enzyme kinetics, whereas other clinical point

mutation abolished activity. Some correlation between enzyme activity and severity of

disease was found, although this requires further investigation.
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Figure 9. POMGnT1 is involved in the biosynthesis of unusual O-mannosyl glycans

found in the brain. Mutations in the gene encoding for POMGnT1 can lead to con-

genital disorders of glycosylations, in particular muscular dystrophies.

It is interesting to note that the glycosylation of peptides using this enzymatic approach

appears to proceed with excellent yields. Although quantification of reaction yield using

mass spectrometry is difficult, the analysis of the gold surface by MALDI-TOF MS as

shown in figures 8 and 9 gives a very clean spectrum in which only the product peak is

visible, suggesting near quantitative yields of reaction. Thus, the solid-phase enzymatic

synthesis of glycopeptides is possible. Such enzymatic routes are particularly interesting

for the generation of linkages that are chemically more difficult to achieve, such as a-
GlucNAc and a-GalNAc linkages as shown in figures 8 and 9 respectively.

The results shown so far demonstrate that mass spectrometric readout on gold arrays is very

useful for following chemical and enzymatic reactions in a label-free manner. Because of the

high resolution of MALDI-TOF MS even at high molecular weights, it should be possible to

follow multiple reactions on the surface in parallel (multiplex analysis), provided that there

is a difference in molecular weights between individual reaction sets. For proof of principle

studies, we have immobilised mixtures of three Muc1 derived peptides on gold arrays

(Figure 10, unpublished results). In previous studies we had shown that peptides Muc1fr1

is a good substrate for ppGalNAc T2 and complete glycosylation is observed when incu-

bated with enzyme and UDP-GalNAc. Under the same reaction conditions, Muc1fr2 is only

partially glycosylated and for Muc1fr3 we could not observe any glycosylation. The same
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results were obtained in peptide mixtures, suggesting that the methodology allows us to

investigate several potential substrates in single spots. These investigations are currently

extended to more complex mixtures.

Figure 10. The resolution of the platform readout by mass spetrometry allows for the

investigation of multiple substrates in one spot as shown here for pairs of peptides

derived from the Muc1 repeat sequence of mucins, which are interrogated as sub-

strates for the mucin transferase ppGalNAc T2.

Some of the most important terminal monosaccharides on cell surfaces of humans and

higher organisms are the sialic acids. A number of glycosyltransferases which generate

sialosides are available and it was of interest to study these enzymes on gold surfaces.

However, the mass spectrometric analysis of sialic acids can present problems, since sialo-

sides are often not stable under MALDI-TOF conditions, and hydrolysis products are

observed. This can be overcome by methylation of sialic acids prior to analysis; in particular

formation of the methyl ester significantly increases the signal intensity. For this purpose, we

tested a number of methylation protocols for suitability on gold surfaces and found that these

significantly improved the signal and allowed us to demonstrate that sialylation had indeed

taken place. For example, the transsialidase from Trypanosoma cruzi was able to transfer

sialic acids in an a2,3 manner from the glycoprotein fetuin onto the gold surfaces containing

lactose acceptors to generate a2,3 sialyllactose. In collaboration with the group of Paul

Crocker at the University of Dundee we could show that CHO cells, engineered to display

sialoadhesin on their surfaces, selectively recognised gold surfaces displaying a2,3 sialyl-

lactose over lactose (Figure 11 [34]).
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Figure 11: Sialic acids (Neu5Ac) are important components of cell surface oligosac-

charides. The transsialidase TcTS from Trypanosoma cruzi can transfer sialic acids

from glycoproteins such as fetuin to immobilised lactosides. The resulting sialolacto-

sides are recognised by cell surface sialoadhesin receptors (collaboration with Prof

Paul Crocker, University of Dundee)

Conclusions

An array platform consisting of gold surfaces covered with self-assembled functionalised

monolayers has proven to be chemically and biologically robust and versatile. Many che-

mical and biochemical reactions can be studied on this surface and can proceed with very

high efficiency, as measured by in situ mass spectrometry. In the past few years we have

explored the application of this technology to glycosylation reactions and have found that it

is suitable for many applications, in particular exploring enzyme specificity and activity. We

believe that this technology is ideally suited to address the challenges of glycomics – high-

throughput investigation of glycoenzyme activity and investigation of carbohydrate-protein

interactions. The platform has the additional advantage that it is suited to a number of

analytical techniques such as mass spectrometry and surface plasmon resonance spectro-

scopy, which makes it suitable for the development of diagnostic devices.
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